


Welcome to Toulouse! 

With its feet firmly planted on the land and its
head in the stars, Toulouse has dreamed up its
future.

Equally close to the sea and the Pyrenees, in
Occitanie, at the crossroads of such down-to-
earth localities as the Gers, the Lot or the
Ariège, Toulouse sits in a privileged position.

Knowledgeable, innovative, vibrant, Toulouse
offers you all its treasures. 

Alongside its excellent economic performance
and status as world capital of the aeronautics
and space industries, Toulouse showcases the
beauty of its heritage, its cultural wealth, its
cultural effervescence and its wonderful
temperament.

This subtle cocktail of art de vivre and
highlights make Toulouse the ideal destination
in which to enjoy an adventure for a weekend
or for a whole lifetime. 
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We’re ready to answer your

questions and to help you write

the best features on Toulouse as a

holiday destination.

Press Service 
Office de Tourisme Toulouse
Donjon du Capitole BP 38001
31080 Toulouse Cedex 6 - France

Marine ESCH
m.esch@toulouseatout.com
Tel.: +33 (0) 5 34 25 58 21

Mélissa BUTTELLI
m.buttelli@toulouseatout.com
Tel.: +33 (0)5 61 11 02 36

-------------------------------------
Head to our tourist site to find all
our inspirational tips, events, press
kit... 
www.toulouse-visit.com 
“Press“ 
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TOULOUSE MÉTROPOLE IN
FIGURES 

475 000
inhabitants in Toulouse

756000
inhabitants across the metropolitan

area

2,092 hours
of sunshine per year

on average

 
5.4 million visitors

are welcomed to Toulouse
on average

160 parks
and gardens

in the centre of Toulouse

million passengers
use the Toulouse-Blagnac

Airport

3rd university city
of France

The Aeronautical industry:
n° 1 worldwide

4th largest city
in France
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TOULOUSE, THE PINK
CITY
Ssouthern city featuring Spanish accents and Italian facades,
Toulouse has always been open to influences and cultures from
elsewhere, although its own Occitan identity is fiercely
cultivated. Its charm is anchored in the clay-rich soil. Brick has
given the «ville rose» its unique character. Toulouse is constantly
playing with the light, and enjoys changing colours to offer the
visitor a palette of charms that is always freshly painted.

Unexpected Architecture
Between the XV and XVI Centuries, Toulouse grew rich from the pastel trade.
Prior to the importation of indigo, this plant that is also known as isatis
tinctoria was the only one capable of dyeing textiles blue, the colour of royalty
and nobility since the Middle Ages. 

A Golden Triangle developed thanks to the quality of the harvestin the
Lauragais area, between Toulouse, Albi and Carcassonne.

At the centre of a veritable international trading hub, the wealthy merchants
of Toulouse began the construction of splendid townhouses throughout the
city, as did the Capitouls (city councillors) and the Noble Parliamentarians in
the same period. As a symbol of their social status and wealth, they built
chapter towers, known as towers of pride. You can admire them by lifting your
gaze during a stroll through the heart of the Carmes and Saint-Etienne
quarters.

Toulouse Highlights
Everyone, resident or visitor, should see the Capitole. It was completed in its
current form in 1759, with a facade that is over 128 metres long. Its eight
columns represent the eight Capitouls who ran the city from the 12th century
onwards. Even today, the city is run from the Capitole. It is the Hôtel de Ville –
administrative headquarters of Toulouse. Its rooms house splendid paintings :
salle Gervais, salle Henri Martin and above all salle des Illustres.

Second only to the Capitole in terms of the city’s emblematic monuments, the
Basilica Saint-Sernin was built in the 11th century in memory of Saint-Saturnin,
first bishop and martyr of Toulouse. It is the largest set of Roman buildings in
the world, and undoubtedly one of the most beautiful.

For a first visit, the famous «palm-tree» of the Jacobins Convent as well as
the curious Saint-Etienne Cathedral, mixing Languedocian and northern gothic
art are part of the unmissables monuments in Toulouse.
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For several decades now, the city has converted its commercial and
industrial heritage into places that are essentially devoted to
cultural events, which has enabled the often original architecture of
these buildings to be both conserved and appreciated

- The old abattoirs of the city, built in the XIX Century in the
Saint-Cyprien quarter, now house a museum of modern art and the
region’s contemporary art fund: Les Abattoirs(www.lesabattoirs.org)

- The Hôtel d’Assézat, constructed in 1555 by a rich pastel trader, is
the most remarkable mansion house in Toulouse. It was entirely
renovated to house the thousand or so works of the Bemberg
Foundation, belonging to an Argentinian merchant. Wandering
through the rooms in a Renaissance and XVIII Century style, follow
an artistic trail touching on Western art from the late Middle Ages
to the XX Century (www.fondation-bemberg.fr)

- The Halle aux Grains was built in 1861 to manage the trade in
cereal crops transported along the Canal du Midi that flows behind
the building. It was transformed into a sports pavilion in 1952,
before becoming the headquarters of the Capitole National
Orchestra in 1974 (http://onct/toulouse.fr/halle-aux-grains)

- Le Bazacle on the banks of the Garonne housed the city’s mills
in the XII Century. In the XIV Century its owners, pioneers of
capitalism, established the world’s first ever joint-stock company
here. In 1888, the Grand Moulin du Bazacle was converted into a
hydro-electric plant by the Société Toulousaine d’Electricité who
illuminated the city of Toulouse. EDF took over the property in
1946. This major hybrid site of the EDF Foundation offers free
exhibitions, whilst in the basement the turbines of the hydro-
electric plant are still in use.

- Le Château d’eau is the city’s water tower on the banks of the
Garonne and was transformed into a municipal gallery dedicated to
the photography of Jean Dieuzaide (www.galeriechateaudeau.org)

- Le théâtre Garonne, a European-level stage that was built in the
mid-XIX Century, was established within the former pumping
station for the waters of the River Garonne that is typical of the
industrial architecture of Toulouse of the XIX Century.

THE SUCCESSFUL CONVERSION
OF UNUSUAL PLACES
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Local flavours
The culinary tradition here is the fruit of a coming
together of ancestral savoir-faire and high-quality
regional products, many of which can boast AOC
status (truffles, Roquefort, Armagnac, duck in all its
forms – gizzards, smoked breast, confit...).

Neighbouring Spain gladly shares its own love for ham
and tapas with Toulouse and these are now rooted in
local culinary habits. Whether you want to settle down
at the table of one of dozen Michelin star chefs listed
in the famous red guide in the Toulouse area
or you are looking for small intimate addresses, from
the most local to the most exotic, where you rub
shoulders with fellow diners to enjoy the unique
cuisine, ambiance, setting or view, you can’t help
falling in love with Toulouse.

GOOD LIVING PAR EXCELLENCE
Fine food is of course an integral part of the Toulousain lifestyle! Much sought-after for its art
de vivre, Toulouse invites you to sniff out the wonderful aromas emanating from the market
stalls that spring up in a little square or the corner of a boulevard. Local gastronomy in
Toulouse is a mix that reflects its status as capital of Occitanie, between the Atlantic Ocean,
the mountains of the Pyrenees and the Mediterranean Sea.

Toulouse Markets
A place where multiple regional flavours meet, the
Ville Rose is brimming with  more than 35 tempting
and appealing markets. Everyone appreciates them,
their welcoming and convivial atmospheres, bursting
with colour and aromas. But who knows their history?

Of the covered markets, other than those at Saint-
Cyprien (nestling in a beautiful iron hall) and Carmes,
the covered market of Victor Hugo (christened in
1896 to mark the coronation of the poet by the
Académie des Jeux Floraux de Toulouse) can be proud
of its reputation as “one of the most prestigious
markets in France“. 

Don’t miss the renowned Toulouse brands that are
present at these market (Maison Garcia, Samarran,
Betty, Chai Vincent) and visit the 1st floor that is
home to a variety of convivial and budget-friendly
restaurants.Among the many traditions that bring so much

colour and charm to the Ville Rose, it is worth
singling out the Violet of Toulouse that has
given the city its nickname of « City of Violets »
and is used to enhance a number of classic and
less typical flavours: crystallised flower petals,
bonbons, liqueurs, teas/infusions, chocolates,
mustard... which should be enjoyed without
prejudice and without moderation 
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The Summer Guinguettes
Toulouse has opened a selection of summer
‘pop-ups’ from July until the end of October
for foodies to enjoy the city’s lively
atmosphere, balmy weather and long
summer evenings. The Pink City is a haven
for the open-air eateries, known locally as
‘guinguettes’, with its abundance of idyllic
squares, terraces and picturesque backdrops.

The word ‘guinguette’ refers to popular
drinking establishments, restaurants and
cabaret venues located in the suburbs of
French cities which gained popularity in the
roaring ‘20s. Here is a selection of the
establishments appearing across the city’s
prime locations in summer :

Treat your taste buds to the delectable local
produce on offer next to the Garonne  with
Pêcheurs de sable, A m'en donné or the
floating "La Guinguette" docked at Quai de
Tounis. 

Enjoy a beachy retreat and laid-back
atmosphere along with an appetising
selection of tapas dishes at La centrale, 
 Canaille Club or Les terrasses de l'Atelier.

Go out of the city to relax on eclectic
vintage furniture in a castle garden at Flon-
Flon or travel at the Tulum-inspired Nomad.

Along the Toulouse wine routes
Not so well-known, the wines of Toulouse promise to take
your taste buds to new horizons, which are sometimes exotic!
Toulouse is actually the only major city in France that
cultivates its own vineyards. Something of a secret, the
Domaine de Candie is the agricultural estate that has
belonged to the city of Toulouse since 1976. It includes a
château from the Middle Ages (listed as a historic monument
since 2001) and stretches across more than 200 hectares of
farmed land (wheat, barley, soya...). Since 2017 the estate has
been producing a range of organic grape juices and wines from
the regional grape varieties: Sauvignon, Merlot,... Vinification
and bottling of the Comté Tolosan wines is carried out at the
château’s own winery.

Just a few kilometres from Toulouse, between the Tarn and
the Garonne, the wines of Fronton (www.vins-de-fronton.com)
invite you to discover their local grape variety known as La
Négrette, which makes them so original: the name stems from
its black colour and it has characteristic aromas of dark fruits,
violet, red fruits, liquorice and peppery notes.
In the heart of this wine region that has been AOC listed since
1975, the Château de Capdeville houses the Maison des Vins de
Fronton: the ideal place in which to get advice for a
personalised wine route. Here you can buy and sample wines
from some 40 passionate wine producers that open their
doors to you, admire art exhibitions or picnic in the park.
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European capital of aeronautics
The aeronautical destiny of
Toulouse began during the First
World War, as Pierre-Georges
Latécoère, an industrialist that
specialised in rail transport, decided
to begin the construction of military
aircraft to meet the demand of the
State, in the Montaudran quarter.

After the War, the company turned
its attention to the transportation of
mail by air with the establishment
of Lignes Aériennes Latécoère.
Toulouse became the main hub for
the longest French transatlantic air
route that connected France with
West Africa and South America.  In
1927 these routes became
Aéropostale. 

Since the XX Century, the factories
and businesses of the aeronautical
sector have continued to thrive in
the Toulouse area: 
Dewoitine, Aérospatiale, EADS and
then Airbus Group set up home in
the Ville Rose and produced parts at
their factories to supply the world’s
major aircraft constructors.

La Piste des Géants
On the historic runway that was the cradle of civil aviation and the
Aéropostale airline in the Montaudran quarter, Adults and children
alike, dreamers and explorers  are all invited to discover the
adventure of leading pilots like Mermoz, Guillaumet and St Exupery
at l'Envol des Pionniers. 

TOULOUSE, EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
The city of Toulouse may be steeped in history, but also has its sight set firmly on the future. The
fact that it is culturally rooted in an area with a strong sense of identity has never stood in the
way of its ability to project itself towards the future.  From  Clément Ader to the Concorde,
aviation history has been written in Toulouse in capital letters since the very beginning.
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Next door, the "Halle de la Machine“
presents a stable that is home to the
fantasy street-theatre machines
designed and created by François
Delaroziere and the La Machine Company,
including the giant Minotaur "Astérion".
Last but not least, 3-hectare gardens
link the two sides of the former
Aéropostale runway and present the
ambiance of all 3 continents crossed by
these aviators. 

Aeroscopia und Let's visit Airbus
Do you love heights? Without leaving the stratosphere, Toulouse can
also offer you the chance to take to the air at the Aeroscopia Museum.
Opened in 2015, with an architecture that resembles an aircraft’s
fuselage, this 7,000m2 building dedicated to the history of aviation is
home to an exceptional collection. Scale models, a
large historic mural and more than twenty legendary airplanes:
Concorde, Super Guppy, A400M, A380...



La Cité de l'espace
In Toulouse, if you want to reach for the stars you simply
have to take a trip to the Jolimont Observatory or explore
the 5 hectares of the Cité de l’Espace, entirely devoted to
the conquest of space and astronomy.  

The Cité de l’Espace is unique concept in Europe, and offers
an extraordinary voyage among the stars. It is an
interactive place of discovery, experimentation and
understanding of the universe.
      

Here, young and old alike will find life-size replica of the
Ariane rocket and the Soyouz spacecraft, and will be able
to step into the famous Mir station to get an idea of the
living and working conditions of the astronauts.
      

Eight exhibition themes allow a closer look at our universe,
from the Earth to the furthest planets. Experience the
stages in launching a rocket, remote communication, living
in space or predicting the weather – a whole range of
astonishing experiences.

The Cité de l’Espace also hosts the «Astralia» a 400m2
building designed to totally immerse the visitor at the
heart of distant worlds. A state-of-the-art planetarium, an
IMAX cinema and numerous other activities round off the
offer for a fun and educational experience for every kind
of audience. In 2021, the park will also launch a new area,
dedicated to the red planet: MARS.

Opposite the Aeeroscopia Museum, visitors have the
opportunity to step across the threshold at the Airbus
factories and enjoy "Let's visit Airbus" tours. Discover
Airbus world and the newest addition to the Airbus family:
the A350... The bravest visitors can even earn their wings
and become real pilots thanks to a number of different
flight simulators across the Ville Rose.

AILES ANCIENNES
This association restores and exhibits civil and
military aircraft, in front of the public eye. Their
goal is the preservation of the aviation heritage. It
is possible to visit their collection with a very
complete and practical “paper” guide and to
combine the ticket with Aeroscopia museum.
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TOULOUSE FAMILY HOLIDAY
DESTINATION
Travelling with children? Nothing could be more pleasant! Toulouse is tailor-made to seduce
families thanks to its wide range of tourist offers. Whether it is finding the perfect
accommodation (barge, guest house, hotel with facilities for children and games available),
playing at being an adventurer as you explore the skies, navigate along the River Garonne or
Canal de Midi, explore inventions in the Science quarter, uncover historical gems or heritage,
welcome to Toulouse! 

An unforgettable family weekend!

Combining wonderment and discovery, your family
weekend in Toulouse offers the promise of lots of fun
and some unforgettable moments. 

Budding astronauts or astronomy lovers can rendezvous
at the Cité de l’espace, the space adventure park that is
unique in Europe: immersive shows, interactive
exhibitions, meetings, workshops, there is something to
suit all ages and all tastes. You can see a piece of the
moon up close under the microscope, step aboard the
Mir Space Station... The 360° screen at the Planetarium
literally plunges you into Outer Space, whilst the 3D
IMAX cinema and its 6-story high screen guarantees you
big thrills and unforgettable memories. Younger children
haven't been overlooked either, thanks to the Stellarium
and its animated short films.

Aviation buffs and amateur pilots can spread their
wings at the Aeroscopia Museum as they step aboard
legendary aircraft, or with Let’s Visit Airbus they can
visit the Airbus factories. Discover how the various
parts of an aircraft are assembled, learn about the
different trades that are involved in the world of
aeronautics and create your very own family airline!
Since March 2020, visitors are able to step in the
double-deck A380.

Come back down to earth at Le Muséum. Where does
Mankind come from? What is biodiversity? What is an
earthquake? Discover the breathtaking display of the
skeleton wall: 75 skeletons set within a wall of glass
6 metres high. Here, everything is designed for you
to learn whilst having fun. Remember to prepare your
visit at Le Muséum's web site that features a
programme of activities that are ideal for kids.

Next door, le Quai des savoirs invites you to discover
exhibitions based on the sciences, with an activity
zone and games aimed at children under 7 years of
age, the Quai des Petits. 
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https://www.toulouse-visit.com/le-museum-de-toulouse/toulouse/pcumid031fs00966


Last but not least, to astound and amaze children
and parents alike, rendezvous at The Halle de La
Machine to see the immense Minotaur and his
servant, the Giant Spider...here you explore the world
of the Veritable Machinists of the La Machine
Company. 

At l'Envol des pionniers, end your journey by
immersing yourself into the adventure of the
aviation pioneers like famous pilot Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry. 

Back in Toulouse city center, all of the city’s major
attractions offer a host of quirky details that allow
youngsters to explore heritage in a fun way alongside
their parents. At the Jacobins Convent, be astounded
by the surprising Palm Tree, have fun and laugh with
the medieval Rigol’héros (a new cultural game
available on tablets), share in the workshops of Petit
Meschin or play at being a builder in the Middle Ages.
At the Hôtel d’Assézat, family visits are possible
(from 4 years) to combine storytelling with art and
architecture....

Further in Haute-Garonne
Do you feel like escaping city life for a short while?
Toulouse is the capital of the Haute-Garonne
department and its geographical location makes it
ideal for escapades to explore an area that boasts
countless exceptional sites... the treasures of history
and architecture are all yours, as well as some
breathtaking natural landscapes.

Stroll along the Canal du Midi, cycle in the
Comminges region on the way to Santiago de
Compostela, go on an excursion or ski in the
Pyrenees...
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Relax with your family at the lake of Saint-Ferréol,
at the foot of the Montagne Noire, near the bastide
of Revel and its fabulous market.
Take advantage of your holiday in the South West to
travel back in time: the Gallic village of Rieux-
Volvestre will make you discover the life of our
ancestors.

Haute-Garonne is home to five certified ‘Grande
Randonnée’ hiking trails and more than 600km of
footpaths, such as La Via Garona a170km riverside
pilgrimage following the Garonne all the way from
Toulouse to Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges. The Via
Garona will lead you through no less than 41 towns
and villages and six UNESCO world heritage sites. 

The department also has two main cycling routes,
hundreds of kilometres of cycle lanes and a well-
developed network of services and accommodation
for cyclists. It’s a paradise for cyclists, whether
you’re pedalling en famille, with friends or setting
out solo. Many lucky cyclists follow the Canal du
Midi from Toulouse, along the 40km tracks to
Avignonet-Lauragais. From 2022, the Transgarona
200km cycle route will connect Toulouse to the
area near Vielha in the Val d’Aran, where the
Garonne river takes its source.

Those with a spirit of adventure will be delighted
to try an all-terrain electric scooter by "amaro ride"
or go paragliding in Luchon. From the water, ride
the rapids on the Garonne with a rafting trip with
"h2o vives" or follow  "Granhòta" for a guided
canoe trip in a nature reserve a stone’s throw from
Toulouse.

https://www.toulouse-visit.com/la-halle-de-la-machine/toulouse/pcumid031v50eydf


Toulouse on the water
Toulouse is crossed by the Garonne river, the canal du Midi, the canal de Brienne and the
canal latéral.The canal du Midi was listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site in 1996. It flows
through Toulouse and links the Atlantic Ocean with the Mediterranean Sea. Built by Pierre-Paul
Riquet in the reign of Louis XIV in the 17th century, it is the oldest canal in Europe still in
operation. All along the waterway there are locks, aqueducts and bridges, which make it a work of
immense importance in terms of heritage.  

Every summer, starting in June, guests can enjoy slow tourism activities with "Les Bateaux
toulousains", during a one-and-a-half-hour cruise on the Canal du Midi. At night, dining on the all-
glass "L'Occitania" boat, as the lights of Toulouse glide by makes the perfect romantic and
gastronomic experience! 

The Garonne on the other side is also a must-go place! The banks of the Garonne have been
redeveloped on the right bank so as to allow people to walk along the quays from Place Saint-
Pierre to the end of the Quai de Tounis. At the old Toulouse port la Daurade, ice-cream parlour
cafés serve passers-by on sunny days. 

From July, the red glowing facades of Toulouse can also be seen from the Garonne during a half-
hour boat trip on the Garonne with "Les Bateaux Toulousains". Those who prefer a more sporty
approach can experience this magnificent panorama on a canoe-kayak tour with "Granhota".

Strolling around town
The City of Toulouse has made a priority of walking as a means of transport, by giving itself
a network of pedestrian and semi-pedestrian streets. Visitors can now enjoy the city without being
disturbed by cars and can visit most of the monuments and places on foot. 

The Ville Rose has many green areas, so much so that it is almost possible to go from one side to
the other, from the Amidonniers to Saint Michel, just going from one park to the next. When in
Toulouse don't miss the city’s first public park–the Jardin Royal– created in 1754 where children
are delighted by the duck pond, the favourite destination of Toulousains for the ritual walk–with
or without children–the jardin de Compans-Caffarelli, with its superb Japanese garden...

 

TOULOUSE, GREEN AND SPORTY
A southern city featuring Spanish accents and Italian facades, Toulouse has always been open
to influences and cultures from elsewhere, although its own Occitan identity is fiercely
cultivated. Its charm is anchored in the clay-rich soil. Brick has given the “ville rose” (pink
city) its unique character. Toulouse is constantly playing with the light, and enjoys changing
colours to offer the visitor a palette of charms that is always freshly painted, from the pink to
the green of it's nature hotspots.
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A sporting city
Once listed as France’s most sporting city by the sports magazine
“L’Équipe”, Toulouse boasts today a rich sporting and club life.
Over 142 disciplines are practised in 559 clubs, but Toulouse's
favorite sport is definitely rugby!

The rugby that we originally referred to as football-rugby reached
Toulouse in 1907. It was at the time played on the Prairie des
Filtres. The Stade Toulousain rugby club, for its part, was born
out of the merging of two student clubs, and adopted the colours
red and black in honour of the Capitouls - responsible for
administration in the city at the time of the Counts of Toulouse
(from 1190) dressed with long red and black robes-. The club
owns its own stadium, in the Sept-Deniers quarter. It bears the
name of Ernest Wallon, professor of law and director of the club
who invested 10,000 francs in order to purchase the 7ha plot that
was the site of the first stadium. Among others, the club has
opened boutiques on rue Alsace-Lorraine in Toulouse and at
Toulouse-Blagnac Airport, selling products related to the club. 

Rugby became the “top sport” in Toulouse, and has given the city
great champions. The club is the most famous and the most
successful, with 20 French championship titles and 4 European
Cups to date. The Rugby League side, Toulouse Olympique XIII (TO
XIII) is also well known for its performances internationally. It has
been champion of France on many occasions. 

Apart from Rugby, Golf lovers will be delighted with the 7 courses
in the Toulouse conurbation. One of the finest racecourse in
France is located in the french Pink City, situated on 34 hectares
of greenery, only 4 kilometres from the Place du Capitole. The
city also offers its joggers and Sunday cyclists 228 km of cycle
track. It also has a great many tennis courts – both indoor and
outdoor, rowing on the Garonne, ski-lifting on the Sesquières lake
and sailing at the Ramée lake... An active destination, for sure!

. 

TIPPS
Toulouse city-card is the key to a successful visit!
With the "Pass tourisme" make the most of your
stay and select the formula that suits you to plan
you break in Toulouse: 1 day, 2 days or 3 days.
Visits, culture and free transport – Toulouse
Unlimited! 

www.toulouse-visit.com/pass-tourisme

#RWC2023 
The Rugby World Cup 2023 will take place from 8th September
to 21st October 2023. In addition to matches held at the
municipal stadium of Toulouse (33,150 seats), this also promises
to be one big party lasting 45 days that will bring different
nations together around one amazing event!
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TOULOUSE, AN
EFFERVESCENT
METROPOLIS 
A lively and bustling city, Toulouse has its
proximity to Spain to thank for its love of a
party. From the end of the day to aperitif
time, the terraces start to fill up in an
ambiance of conviviality. The banks of the
Garonne come to life and give the city a
party feel. 

A spirit of conviviality 
A hive of activity by day and by night, and a place
where the people of Toulouse meet, the Place du
Capitole is the venue for markets and a variety of folk,
humanitarian and charitable events. It is also where the
fans of the “Stade Toulousain” will celebrate their carry
on the after-games victories. 

Toulouse, the festive city, proudly displays its southern
character : as soon as the weather turns fine, the café
and restaurant terraces fill up, people stroll around the
pedestrian streets and musicians come to play in Place
de la Trinité or Place Saint-Georges. Celebration always
rhymes with conviviality here–«convivenca», in Occitan.

Place Saint Pierre, on the banks of the Garonne River,
is the favourite night life spot for students, with its
famous Bar Basque and Chez Tonton with its “ô
maitre” Ppastis” (a bet involving drinking by a meter
lined up glasses of pastis).

Near to the square, the rue des Blanchers is the
definite place to go if you a’re a food lover, and you will
be able to enjoy  as its many restaurants are featuring
cuisines from all over the world. 
The Jean-Jaurès/Place Wilson neighbourhood, at
the crossroads of the two underground metro
lines, is also a very busy area at night. Here, you wi’ll
find bars, restaurants and discothequesnightclubs.
Other favourite night spots include Rue Gabriel Péri,
Rue de la Colombette etc...

Toulouse Street Art
Spray can art, collages and art
installations: graffiti expresses itself
artistically across the walls of the Ville
Rose bringing all its colour to the city! 
 From the Jardin d'Embarthe, to the
colourful graffitis in Rue Grammat, to the
work of the duo Mayé and Mondé at
Saint-Agne metro station...

Street art has even crept into the rooms of
the hotels Les Beaux-Arts and La Villa
Taur !
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A festive feeling
With its strong Latin culture, Toulouse
is a lively city that beats to the rhythm
of a cultural programme brimming with
numerous festivals dedicated to music
and dance. The “Rio Loco" popular
festival of world music, is held in
June and follows on the theme of a
guest country on the banks of the
Garonne.

A nod to Aéropostale, which connected
Toulouse and Argentina, and a chance
to celebrate singer Carlos Gardel, born
in Toulouse, the « Tangopostale »
international tango festival is set to
make the city pulse once again end of
June! More than 80 events, concerts,
shows, balls, conferences, exhibitions
and films will bring dancers and
spectators together in this enchanting
world.

Siestes Électroniques is a festival in
Toulouse devoted to emerging cultures,
a niche event with great heart that,
since its creation in the Ville Rose, has
been taken to Paris and other major
cities across Europe. The concept? 

 the city into a free and immense
gallery. 

To experience cinema “differently”,
every summer the courtyard of the
Cinémathèque de Toulouse transforms
into an open-air movie theatre. At the
same time, in July & August, Toulouse
Plages, on the banks of the Garonne,
are a delight for holiday-makers with
free sports, cultural and musical
activities. 

The Toulouse International Art Festival
"Printemps de Septembre" turns
Toulouse into a space dedicated to
contemporary art, with something for
all tastes and cultures.

Toulouse offers both its inhabitants
and visitors a rich cultural life. Over the
months and seasons, the city hosts a
large number of events, each of these
offering a privileged moment to
discover the city.
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Musical discoveries in a relaxed
ambiance, stretching out across the
lawns of the Compans Caffarelli public
gardens. 

In September, the “Piano aux Jacobins”
festival offers piano concerts in the
Jacobins church. Similarly, In a similar
vein, “Toulouse les Orgues” is an
international organ festival (October)
to honour  the city's rich and varied
organ heritage (30 instruments, 9 of
which are classified historical
monuments).

Toulouse the city of images 
Listed among the leading cities in
terms of visitor numbers to art house
cinemas, Toulouse hosts 27 film 
 festivals across its area, is home to
the second largest media centre in
France and also celebrates 
 photography in honour of, most
notably, local photographer Jean
Dieuzaide. 

Among others, MAP Toulouse is THE
photography festival for the Ville Rose,
a meeting point for young talent and
major names in photography, turning



PASTEL AND
VIOLET
Meet the violet, the emblematic flower of
Toulouse, prised as much by florists as it is
by perfumers and confectioners. Also, meet
the pastel, the plant responsible for the
prosperity of the Ville Rose during the
Renaissance. Formerly used as a blue dye for
textiles, it is also nowadays used to make
cosmetic products. 

Pastel, blue gold of the “Pays de cocagne“ 
Toulouse had its golden century from 1463 to 1560.
This part of the Renaissance brought wealth to the
city and turned it into a real crossroads for the
pastel trade (Isatis Tinctoria). The pastel plant had
long been grown in the west, used for dyeing and as
a medicinal plant since Antiquity. 

Their leaves were harvested, crushed and kneaded to
form shells or “cocagnes”, from which a blue dye was
extracted to dye cloth. The climate and soils in
Toulouse region were particularly conducive to
growing the plant. A crop triangle was created
between Albi, Toulouse and Carcassonne and was
nicknamed the “Pays de cocagne” (Land of Cocagnes,
land of wealth). 

Faced with increasing demand for blue dye and the
success of pastel, some of Toulouse’s merchants
began transporting the shells via pastel routes, set
up trading posts throughout the West and created a
pastel market in Toulouse. 

Toulouse thus became the platform for the pastel
trade.This golden age of pastel lasted until the mid-
16th century, enabling rich Toulouse merchants to 

build splendid mansions, such as the remarkable
Hôtel d'Assézat, and embellish the city. This
flourishing commerce was ended by competition from
indigo, or “Chinese pastel”, that was cultivated in
India. 

Today, pastel is enjoying a new lease of life. It is
used in textiles, bringing back that unique shade of
blue, and also begins to attract the interest of the
cosmetics industry for its curative properties.

Back in 2004, German Annette Hardouin created
AHPY clothing and accessories from 100% pure
natural fabrics, dyed with the incomparable blue
from the pastel plant. During workshops, she teaches
participants about modernised dye extraction and
her enthusiasm for woad. www.ahpy.eu 
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The cosmetic industry is now interested in the healing powers of pastel. The dermatological active ingredients of
the plant are the basis for the natural cosmetic "Graine de Pastel". 
The care series created by Carole Garcia and Nathalie Juin includes certified natural face and skin care, but also
delicate fragrances, named after Paule de Viguier the beautiful daughter of a pastel merchant. 
www.grainedepastel. com 

The dermatological properties of pastel are also used in the cosmetics industry by Terre de Pastel who opened a
dedicated Museum and Spa Complex south of Toulouse in 2013. The brand also recently opened a boutique and
boudoir in the city centre for beauty treatments. www.terredepastel.com.

The 5-star hotel La Cour des consuls offers a
spa using only Graine de Pastel products. It
is located in a former Renaissance villa and
is also open to guests from outside.
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Toulouse “Cité des violettes“ 
This shy, delicate flower, which symbolises the “pink city, has been
cultivated in Toulouse since 1854, brought back from Parma by
French soldiers at the end of the Napoleonic Wars. It soon made the
fortune of horticulturalists, florists, perfume makers and
confectioners. 

In the early part of the century, over 600,000 bouquets were shipped
to Paris, Northern Europe and even Canada every year. A cold winter
in the 50's almost wiped out the flower who came back in 1985
thanks to "in vitro" researches. Growers brought it back into
production and the greenhouses of northern Toulouse are now filled
with its characteristic scent. 

With its double flowers and mauve blue, the little violet continues to
fascinate the people of Toulouse, who celebrate their symbolic flower
in February every year. Outside the train station, a barge offers the
violet in all its forms, from candies to cosmetics!
www.lamaisondelaviolette.com

© La Maison de la violette

https://www.lamaisondelaviolette.com/fr/



